Workshop
®

Agile Leadership Essentials
CAL - E
Duration
8 hours of interactive, engaging workshop
Prerequisites
There are no prerequisites for CAL Essentials. Anyone is eligible.
Who should attend?
It is recommended for Senior Executives, Project/Program
Managers, Product Managers, Team Leads, Organizational
Decision Makers, Change Leaders, Coaches/Consultants
Workshop Deliverables
ŸTraining by Experienced Certied Scrum Trainer
ŸHands-on Activities, Group Discussions
ŸGood Study Material
ŸLifetime Validity of the credential of CAL-O
ŸDownload softcopy of certicate after passing your exam
Workshop Outline
Understand the need of New Type of Leadership?
ŸGlobal Challenges
ŸVUCA World
ŸTraditional
ŸManagement Theories Complexity & Uncertainty
ŸWhat is an Agile Organisation?
ŸBenets of Agile
ŸLeadership
Personal Development
ŸGrowth Mind-set
ŸLeadership 360 Assessment
Agile Leadership
ŸMind-set Shifts
ŸLeadership development
ŸOrganizational Culture
Respectful Conversations
ŸCoaching Conversation
ŸEngagement without Micro-Management
Leader's Awareness
ŸSelf-awareness
ŸSocial Awareness
ŸSituational
Benets
The skills necessary in order to become an effective Agile Leader
ŸCAL-E training will help you in your journey of becoming a
Leader.
ŸIt will equip you with agile leadership essentials in a VUCA world
(Volatile, Uncertain, Complex & Ambiguous) and how to lead
from a position of Inuence.
ŸYou will be able to champion agile transformation in your
workplace.
ŸThis training can enhance both your career and your personal
life.

Why Delight Learning?
ŸDelight Learning has trained 20,000+ delegates, delivered
1,250+ trainings in the last 7 years.
ŸLeading training provider, enabling individual and enterprisewide competency development & skill enhancements
ŸWorld renowned and industry-recognized cer tication
programs
ŸHave pool of experienced, passionate and International Certied
trainers
ŸPan India & Global Presence
ŸExperience in understanding the learning interventions to suit
best for attendees
ŸDelight Learning believes in highly qualitative and effective
training enabling it's learners with solid foundation and
knowledge.
Why Agile?
Agile is primarily a culture and mind-set change. It initiates mindshift from command & control management practices to
collaborative, team centric environments. Agile is a philosophy
that uses organizational models based on people, collaboration
and shared values. Agile is an iterative and incremental approach
to project management that helps teams deliver value to their
customers faster. Agile gives an opportunity to the team to learn
with each new iteration. Requirements, plans, and results are
evaluated continuously for responding to change and value
delivery quickly. Scrum is the most popular and widely used
framework practising Agile values.
Why CAL-E Workshop?
Scrum Alliance Certied Agile Leadership Essentials training
bring awareness and understanding to the foundations of agile
leadership. Discover the way agile leaders think, focus, and
behave. The focus on agile leadership essentials equips you to
embark condently on the journey toward leading with agility and
championing agile transformation in your workplace.
Exam / Certication Details:
ŸThere is no exam
ŸAfter completion of the training, we shall register with you with
Scrum Alliance and email will be initiated on your email id. You
need to accept the license and download your Certicate.

delightlearn

delightlearn

www.youtube.com/c/delightlearning

delightlearning

delightlearn

www.t.me/delightlearning

www.delightlearning.com
Disclaimer: CAL-E ®,CAL-T®, CAL-O® are registered trademarks of Scrum Alliance

www.delightlearning.com

info@delightlearning.com
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20,000+ Learners

1,250+Trainings Delivered
45+ Courses

+91 99084 96350, +91 86600 81352

